We describe the rst parallel algorithm with optimal speedup for constructing minimum-width tree decompositions of graphs of bounded treewidth. On n-vertex input graphs, the algorithm works in Ologn 2 time using On operations on the EREW PRAM. We also give faster parallel algorithms with optimal speedup for the problem of deciding whether the treewidth of an input graph is bounded by a given constant and for a variety of problems on graphs of bounded treewidth, including all decision problems expressible in monadic second-order logic. On n-vertex input graphs, the algorithms use On operations together with Olog n log n time on the EREW PRAM, or Olog n time on the CRCW PRAM.
Introduction
The concept of treewidth has proved to be a useful tool in the design of graph algorithms: Many important classes of graphs have bounded treewidth, and many important graph problems that are otherwise quite hard can be solved e ciently on graphs of bounded treewidth. A tree d e composition of an undirected graph G = V;E is a pair T;U, where T = X;F is a tree and U = fU x j x 2 Xg is a family of subsets of V called bags, one for each n o d e i n T, such that S x2X U x = V every vertex in G occurs in some bag; for all v;w 2 E, there exists an x 2 X such that fv;wg U x every edge in G is internal" to some bag;
for all x; y; z 2 X, i f y is on the path from x to z in T, then U x U z U y every vertex in G occurs in the bags in a connected part of T, i.e., in a subtree.
The width of a tree decomposition T;fU x j x 2 Xg i s m a x x2X jU x j , 1.
The treewidth of a graph G, denoted twG, is the smallest treewidth of any tree decomposition of G. Path decompositions and pathwidth are de ned analogously, with the tree T restricted to be a path.
The majority of e cient algorithms for graphs of bounded treewidth depend not only on a guarantee that the treewidth of an input graph is small, but in fact on the availability of a minimum-width tree decomposition of the input graph, so that the construction of minimum-width tree decompositions for graphs of bounded treewidth is a key problem. A quest for the fastest possible algorithm for this problem 5, 39, 20, 10, 34, 31, 38, 8 led to the linear-time algorithm of 8 , which eliminated the bottleneck in a large number of algorithms for bounded treewidth.
In the setting of parallel computation, the situation is similar. Many otherwise di cult graph problems can be solved in NC i.e., in polylogarithmic time with a polynomial amount of hardware on graphs of bounded treewidth, and again the need for a minimum-width tree decomposition is a serious bottleneck. The best parallel algorithms for computing tree decompositions of width k of graphs of treewidth k, for xed k, run on the CRCW PRAM using Olog n 2 time and On 2k+5 processors 13, 14 , or Olog n time and On 3k+4 processors 7 . Although these algorithms are fast, they are extremely wasteful in terms of processors, in view of the linear-time sequential algorithm. A related result was obtained by W anke 41 , who showed that the problem of deciding whether the treewidth of an input graph is bounded by a constant k belongs to the complexity class LOGCFL; this result also does not seem to lead to parallel algorithms that are e cient from the point of view of processor utilization. If we relax the requirements by allowing tree decompositions of width Ok, rather than exactly k, more algorithms come into play: Lagergren 31 nds a decomposition of width 6k + 5 i n Olog n 3 time using n processors, and we believe that Reed's sequential On log n-time algorithm 38 for obtaining a decomposition of width 4k + 3 can be parallelized using an algorithm of Khuller and Schieber 29 to solve a central path-nding problem to yield an algorithm that works in Olog n 2 time using On n=log n processors, where i s a v ery slowly growing inverse Ackermann" function. The parallel version of Reed's algorithm uses On n log n operations, i.e., has a time-processor product of On n log n, and is the most e cient of the parallel algorithms discussed above. Still, since the problem can be solved in linear sequential time, it does not have optimal speedup, which requires a time-processor product of On.
We describe an EREW PRAM algorithm for constructing minimum-width tree decompositions for graphs of bounded treewidth in Olog n 2 time using On operations. The algorithm achieves optimal speedup and is the rst parallel algorithm to do so. Moreover, the new algorithm is second in speed only to Bodlaender's algorithm 7 , but uses a weaker model of computation the EREW PRAM versus the CRCW PRAM, on which Bodlaender's algorithm can be simulated only in the same time of Olog n 2 . The new result immediately implies that a large number of problems on graphs of bounded treewidth can now b e solved by parallel algorithms with optimal speedup.
A subroutine used in the construction algorithm but of independent i n terest is a parallel version of an algorithm due to Bodlaender and Kloks 11 . The algorithm takes as input a tree decomposition of bounded width of a graph G and outputs a minimum-width tree decomposition of G, t h us blurring the distinction between the exact" and the approximate" construction algorithms discussed above. The new algorithm runs in Olog n time using On operations on the EREW PRAM.
While we cannot compute tree decompositions faster than in Olog n 2 time, it turns out that we can give faster algorithms for the related problem of deciding whether the treewidth of an input graph is bounded by a given constant k. The algorithms have optimal speedup i.e., use On operations and run in Olog n log n time on the EREW PRAM, or in Olog n time on the CRCW PRAM. We a c hieve the same resource bounds for a number of problems on graphs of bounded treewidth, including all problems expressible in monadic second-order logic. These algorithms operate without an explicit tree decomposition and so bypass the time bottleneck of our construction algorithm. Furthermore, we achieve the same results for path decompositions and pathwidth as for tree decompositions and treewidth.
The paper combines several di erent techniques of wide applicability. The graph-reduction technique consists in repeatedly replacing parts of the graph at hand by simpler parts until a trivial graph results. The problem of interest is then solved for the trivial graph, and the solution is carried along" while the changes to the graph are undone in reverse order. This technique pervades the paper and is used in the construction algorithm as well as in the decision algorithms and also in the width-minimizing algorithm, provided that tree contraction is viewed as a special case of graph reduction.
Another technique used in the derivation of the CRCW PRAM decision algorithm from the corresponding EREW PRAM algorithm is that of derandomization. The basic idea of derandomization is that instead of letting random coin tosses select one algorithm to be executed from a collection of deterministic algorithms, we execute all deterministic algorithms in the collection and pick the best output. Because of the need to simulate several possible executions, derandomization is often associated with a price in the form of increased resource requirements. Here we use derandomization to derive a parallel algorithm with optimal speedup, i.e., we p a y no price.
A third technique of less general applicability but nonetheless independent interest is that of bounded adjacency-list search, which tries to circumvent the di culties caused by high-degree vertices in parallel algorithms for sparse graphs by letting each neighbor of a high-degree vertex v inspect only a piece of constant size of the adjacency list of v near its own entry, rather than the whole adjacency list. The bounded adjacency-list search technique was used previously although not named in 24 ; there, as here, the technique serves to eliminate the need both for concurrent reading and writing and for superlinear space.
Unlike certain related results, most of our algorithms are explicit and do not rely on nonconstructive arguments. Only the results of Theorems 5.1 and 6.1 are nonconstructive, but can be made constructive i n m a n y concrete cases, as discussed near the end of Section 5. On the other hand, it should be noted that large constant factors prevent our algorithms from being practical.
All graphs in this paper are undirected, loopless and without multiple edges. We assume that all graphs, not excluding trees, are represented according to an adjacency-list representation: Each v ertex v in an n-vertex graph G is represented by a n i n teger name of size On and has a pointer to a doubly-linked adjacency list with an entry for each neighbor of v in G. F or each neighbor w of v, the entry of w in v's adjacency list contains the name of w as well as a cross pointer to the entry of v in w's adjacency list.
Minimizing decomposition width
In this section we show h o w to obtain a minimum-width tree decomposition of a graph G from any tree decomposition of G of bounded width. We begin with an observation that allows us to assume that tree decompositions are rooted, binary and of logarithmic depth whenever this is convenient. In representation terms, every nonroot node in a rooted tree knows its parent, and a rooted tree is binary if no node has more than two c hildren.
We appeal twice to the tree-contraction technique introduced by Miller and Reif 35 , which w e therefore describe in generic terms. Applied to an n-node input tree T = V;E, a tree-contraction algorithm produces a sequence T = T 0 = V 0 ; E 0 ; T 1 = V 1 ; E 1 ; : : : ; T r = V r ; E r o f Olog n binary trees, ending with a one-node tree T r , such that each tree T i , for i = 1 ; : : : ; r , is obtained from its predecessor T i,1 in the sequence by contracting a set of edges F i,1 E i,1 with the following properties: F i,1 spans a matching i.e., no node in V i,1 is incident to more than one edge in F i,1 ; Each edge in F i,1 has at least one endpoint of degree 1 or 2 in T i,1 .
A sequence T 0 ; : : : ; T r with these properties, called a contraction sequence for T, can be computed in Olog n time using On operations and On space 1, 16, 21, 22, 30 the connection to our generic description of tree contraction is easiest to establish in the case of the simple and elegant algorithm of 1, 30 .
Let X = S r i=0 V i . We can de ne a rooted, binary tree T 0 on the node set X, called the contraction tree corresponding to the sequence T 0 ; : : : ; T r , i n t h e following way: The nodes in V , which will be called base nodes, are the leaves of T 0 , and whenever a node x 2 X results from the contraction of an edge y;z, we make x the parent o f y and z in T 0 . F or all x; y 2 X, w e will say that x contains y if x is an ancestor of y in T 0 . The base nodes contained in any n o d e i n X span a connected subgraph of the input tree T. F or i = 1 ; : : : ; r , w e r o o t T i at the node in V i containing the root of T.
For i = 0 ; : : : ; r , call two base nodes v and w i -neighbors if v;w 2 E and v and w are not contained in the same node in V i . F or each x 2 V i , the i-neighbors of base nodes contained in x are contained in distinct neighbors of x in T i . F or all x 2 X, w e de ne the border of x as the set of base nodes contained in x and adjacent i n T to one or more base nodes not contained in x. F or i = 0 ; : : : ; r , i f x 2 V i , then a base node contained in x belongs to the border of x precisely if it has at least one i-neighbor; in particular, the border of x contains at most 3 nodes.
Lemmas 2.1 and 2.2 below slightly improve a result of 7 by employing a more e cient subroutine; the same improvement w as observed in 27 .
Lemma 2.1 The following problem can be solved on an EREW PRAM using Olog n time, On operations and On space: Given an n-node rooted, binary tree T, c ompute a rooted, binary tree d e composition of T of depth Olog n and width at most 2.
Proof: Begin by using tree contraction to compute a contraction sequence T = T 0 = V 0 ; E 0 ; T 1 = V 1 ; E 1 ; : : : ; T r = V r ; E r for the input tree T = V;E and construct the corresponding contraction tree T 0 = X;F.
Observe that if e and e 0 are the edges incident on a node v of degree 2 in some tree H, then the tree obtained from H by contracting e is the same as the tree obtained from H by contracting e 0 the contraction can be ipped" to the other side of v. Because of this, we can assume without loss of generality that, when an edge between a node v of degree 2 and a node w of degree 3 is contracted in the transition from T i,1 to T i , for some i with 1 i r, then v is the parent o f w in T i,1 . T o see this, rst note that all edge contractions that violate the assumption | we will call these 3; 2-contractions | can be carried out separately i.e., we replace the one-step transition from T i,1 to T i by a t wostep process, thereby doubling r. Now each 3 ; 2-contraction can be ipped", as described above, without changing the resulting tree; note that the edge set of the ipped" contractions still spans a matching.
For all x 2 X, denote by Bx the border of x. The sets Bx, where x 2 X, can be computed as follows: Successively, for i = 0 ; : : : ; r , w e compute Bx, along with the set of i-neighbors of all nodes in Bx, for all x 2 V i . This is trivial for i = 0, and if, for some i with 1 i r, a node x 2 V i is obtained by contracting an edge y;z, where y;z 2 V i,1 , then Bx By Bz, and an i , 1-neighbor of a base node v 2 By Bz is also an i-neighbor of v exactly if it does not belong to By Bz, so that the information pertaining to x can easily be derived from the information pertaining to y and z.
We n o w associate a set U x V with each x 2 X as follows: If x is a base node, i.e., a leaf in T 0 , w e take U x = fxg. Otherwise, if x has the children y and z in T 0 , w e take U x = By Bz. We will show that T 0 ; fU x j x 2 Xg is a tree decomposition of T. First, because of the convention regarding leaves of T 0 , the condition S x2X U x = V is trivially satis ed. Second, for every edge v;w i n E, it is easy to see that fv;wg U x , where x is the least common ancestor of v and w in T 0 . And third, the set of nodes whose bags contain a base node v form an initial part of the path in T 0 from v to the root of T 0 , and hence span a connected subgraph of T 0 .
The width of the tree decomposition de ned above is bounded by one less than twice the maximum size of a border. We will now show that jBxj 2 for all x 2 X. Suppose that for some i with 1 i r, some base node v 2 V has two i-neighbors and belongs to Bx for some x 2 V i with jBxj 2. Then neither of the two i-neighbors of v is its parent i n T. T o see why this is true, let j be minimal such that v belongs to By for some y 2 V j with jByj 2. It can be seen that then y must, in fact, result from the contraction of an edge v;z, where z 2 V j,1 is of degree 2 in T j,1 . But then, by the absence of 3; 2-contractions, z must be the parent o f v in T j,1 , which implies that the parent o f v in T is not an i-neighbor of v for any i j.
Since the claim jBxj 2 is trivially true for all base nodes x, assume by induction that it is true for all x 2 V i,1 , for some i with 1 i r, and consider a n o d e x 2 V i resulting from the contraction of an edge y;z, where y;z2 V i,1 . Since jBxj is bounded by the degree of x in T i , which i s t wo less than the sum of the degrees of y and z in T i,1 , w e can assume that y is of degree 3 and that z is of degree 2 in T i, 1 . W e will show that only one node in each o f By and Bz also belongs to Bx, from which jBxj 2 follows immediately. In the case of Bz, this is easy to see: The nodes in Bz h a ve a total of two i , 1- neighbors, and one of these is not an i-neighbor. Similarly, the nodes in By lose one of their three i , 1-neighbors. We m ust show that the two remaining i , 1-neighbors, which are also i-neighbors, are adjacent to the same node in By. But fact that z must be the parent o f y in T i,1 , b y the absence of 3; 2-contractions. The tree decomposition described so far is of width at most 3. We n o w describe how to reduce the width to at most 2. Suppose that x 2 X is a node in T 0 whose associated bag U x is of size 4, let y and z be the children of x in T 0 and take By = fv 1 ; v 2 g and Bz = fv 3 ; v 4 g, so that U x = fv 1 ; v 2 ; v 3 ; v 4 g.
As follows easily from arguments used to bound the sizes of all bags by 2 , Bx inherits" exactly one element of each o f By and Bz, so that we can assume that Bx = fv 1 ; v 4 g. Then v 2 and v 3 do not occur in the bag of the parent o f x in T 0 , i f a n y. Moreover, v 2 ; v 3 2 E and hence v 1 ; v 3 6 2 E. I t i s n o w easy to see that the transformation illustrated in Fig. 1 preserves the de ning properties of a tree decomposition. Applied at all nodes with bags of size 4, it produces a new tree decomposition of T of width at most 2. The depth increases by a factor of at most 2 and hence remains Olog n, as desired. Starting from the sequence T 0 ; : : : ; T r , the algorithm constructs the tree T 0 , then computes the sets Bx and U x for all x 2 X, and nally carries out the transformation of T 0 described above. Each of these steps can easily be done in Olog n time using On operations and On space. 2
In the lemma below a s w ell as in several later results, the input parameter k is quali ed as being a constant, the meaning of which is that k can be any positive integer, but that the O of the result may and will hide factors that depend on k.
Lemma 2.2 For all constants k 1 and all integers n 2, the following problem can be solved on an EREW PRAM using Olog n time, On operations and On space: Given a tree d e composition with n nodes and of width k of a graph G, c ompute a rooted, binary tree d e composition of G of depth Olog n and width at most 3k + 2 .
Proof: We begin by replacing each node of degree m 4 and with associated bag U in the given tree decomposition by a path of m , 2 nodes, each of degree 3 and with associated bag U, which o b viously preserves the de ning properties of a tree decomposition. Then we construct an Euler tour of the modi ed tree see 40 and root the tree by breaking the Euler tour at an arbitrary node of degree at most 2, declared to be the root, computing the distance from each n o d e to the root along the Euler tour by means of list ranking 15, 4 , and determining the parent of each nonroot node as the neighbor with a smaller distance to the root. After these preliminary steps, which can easily be carried out within the stated resource bounds, we can assume that the input is a tree decomposition T;U, where T = V;E is rooted and binary. Now use the algorithm of Lemma 2.1 to obtain a rooted, binary tree decomposition T 0 ; Q o f T of width at most 2 and depth Olog n. Replacing each node in a bag in Q by the vertices of G in its own associated bag, we obtain the desired tree decomposition of G. More precisely, write U = fU v j v 2 V g, T 0 = X;F and Q = fQ x j x 2 Xg and take R x = S v2Qx U v , for all x 2 X. Then T 0 ; fR x j x 2 Xg is a tree decomposition of G. F or if a vertex u of G occurs in U v , with v 2 V , and v 2 Q x , with x 2 X, then u 2 R x . Similarly, both endpoints of each edge in G occur in some bag U v , with v 2 V , and therefore also in some bag R x , with x 2 X. Finally, each v ertex u of G occurs in the bags U v in a subtree of T, and two adjacent nodes in this subtree occur in the bags Q x in overlapping subtrees of T 0 , so that, altogether, u occurs in the bags R x in a connected subgraph of T 0 . The width of the tree decomposition T 0 ; fR x j x 2 Xg is at most 2 + 1k + 1 , 1 = 3 k + 2 . 2
We will use the phrase balancing a tree decomposition" to describe an application of the algorithm implicit in the preceding lemma. The remaining goal in the present section is to prove the result below. Theorem 2.3 For all constants k 1 and all integers n 2, the following problem can be solved on an EREW PRAM using Olog n time, On operations and On space: Given a tree d e composition with n nodes and of width k of a graph G, c onstruct a minimum-width tree d e composition of G.
The corresponding decision problem Is twG l?", for some given l can be solved by a straightforward parallelization of the decision algorithm of 11 . The latter algorithm consists of a pass from the leaves to the root of a tree decomposition of the input graph, which, in light of Lemma 2.2, can be taken to be binary and of logarithmic depth. The processing of each node takes constant time, and all nodes on the same level in the tree can be processed in parallel. If the nodes in the tree decomposition are rst sorted by their levels, which can be done in Olog n time using On operations 37, Lemma 3.1 , it is easy to process the whole tree in Olog n time using On operations. The sequential construction algorithm processes the tree decomposition in three passes. In one of these, the processing of a node no longer necessarily takes constant time, so that an amortization argument is used in 11 to bound the total running time by On. Since this appears to stand in the way of a direct parallelization, we choose a somewhat di erent approach.
Suppose that the input graph is G = V;E. Close inspection of the algorithm of 11 we omit the details, some of which w ere hinted at above reveals that Olog n time and On operations su ce to compute a certain implicit representation of the desired tree decomposition T = X;F; fU x j x 2 Xg consisting of the binary tree T without the bags U x together with, for each v 2 V , a collection P v of disjoint simple paths in T whose union contains a node x 2 X if and only if v 2 U x . Rather than directly specifying the set of vertices contained in each bag, the implicit representation thus presents the set of bags containing each v ertex in the form of a collection of disjoint paths. For each v 2 V , a path in P v with end nodes x and y is represented by marking both x and y with the triple x; y; v ; a n o d e m a y be marked with several triples but, of course, with at most k + 1 .
By the preceding discussion in particular, note that jXj = On, proving Theorem 2.3 boils down to showing the following. Lemma 2.4 For all constants k 1 and all integers n 2, the following problem can be solved on an EREW PRAM using Olog n time, On operations and On space: Given a rooted, binary n-node tree T a n d a c ollection P of simple paths in T, e ach of which is labeled by an integer and represented, at each of its endpoints, by a triple specifying its endpoints and label, such that no node in T belongs to more than k + 1 paths in P, mark each node x in T with the set of all labels of paths in P containing x. Proof: Since duplicates are easily eliminated, we can assume that no two paths in P have both the same endpoints and the same label, so that we can identify each path with the triple marking its endpoints. We will also assume that the endpoints of each path are distinct, since paths consisting of a single node are trivial to handle.
We begin by using tree contraction to obtain a contraction sequence T = T 0 = V 0 ; E 0 ; : : : ; T r = V r ; E r for the input tree T = V;E. We will process the sequence twice, rst in the order of increasing indices the up phase, and then in the order of decreasing indices the down phase.
Let X = S r i=0 V i . During the up phase, we associate a set Sx with each node x 2 X. F or x 2 V , Sx is the set of paths in P with x as an endpoint. For i = 1 ; : : : ; r , if a node x 2 V i results from the contraction of an edge v;w, where v;w 2 V i,1 , w e compute Sx a s Sv SwnSv Sw; it is easy to see by induction that for all x 2 X, Sx will be the set of paths in P with exactly one endpoint contained in x. During the down phase, for i = r; : : : ; 1, we modify Sv for all v 2 V i,1 nV i as follows: Suppose that v and another node w 2 V i,1 are both contained in x 2 V i . Then, for each pair y;z of neighbors of x in T i such that some node in V i,1 contained in y is separated, in T i,1 , from some node in V i,1 contained in z by the removal of v i.e., v is between" y and z, add to Sv all paths in Sy Sz. Again, it is not di cult to see by backwards induction on i that the nal value of Sx, for all x 2 X, will be the set of paths in P comprising at least one node contained in x and at least one node not contained in x. In particular, the values Sv, where v 2 V , precisely constitute the desired output. Since the number of paths containing a given node in V is bounded by a constant, and since each path in Sx m ust contain at least one of the at most 3 border nodes of x, for all x 2 X, each set Sx is of constant size, and the whole computation can be carried out in Olog n time using On operations and On space. 2
With a similar but, in fact, easier argument one can also show the result below.
Theorem 2.5 For all constants k;l 1 and all integers n 2, the following problem can be solved on an EREW PRAM using Olog n time, On operations and On space: Given a tree d e composition with n nodes and of width k of a graph G, d e cide whether the pathwidth of G is at most l and, if so, construct a minimum-width path decomposition of G.
A structural lemma
In this section we provide the basis for showing that any su ciently large connected graph of bounded treewidth admits a large number of reductions of certain types. Moreover, given any adjacency-list representation of the graph, a large fraction of these reductions can be identi ed e ciently.
A w ell-known fact that we shall use below is that every n-vertex graph of treewidth k contains at most kn edges, for all positive i n tegers n and k. W e provide a brief proof. Since removing a vertex from a graph of treewidth k with at least two v ertices leaves a graph of treewidth k, it su ces to show that every graph G of treewidth k contains a vertex of degree k. T o this end consider a tree decomposition T = X;F; fU x j x 2 Xg o f G of width k with a minimal number of nodes i.e., jXj is minimal, over all such tree decompositions and pick a n o d e x 2 X of degree 1 i n T. U x contains at least one vertex v that does not occur in any other bag otherwise x would be super uous, and v has at most k neighbors, as desired they all belong to U x . The boundary of a subgraph H of a graph G is the set of those vertices in G that have at least one neighbor in H, but do not themselves belong to H. Let d, k, n min and n max be positive i n tegers, to be characterized more closely in the following. A vertex will be called small if its degree is bounded by d, and large otherwise. Given a graph G of treewidth at most k, w e are essentially looking for connected subgraphs of G consisting of between n min and n max small vertices and with a boundary of size at most 2k + 1. It turns out that such subgraphs may not occur in G at all, for which reason we h a ve to replace the connectedness condition by a w eaker, more complicated condition described below after the introduction of additional terminology.
Two v ertices are said to be twins if they have the same set of neighbors. By analogy, w e call two subgraphs of a common graph twins if they have the same boundary. A weakly connected c omponent of a subgraph H of a graph G is a connected component of the graph obtained from H by the introduction of an edge between each pair of nonneighbors in H with a common small neighbor in G; a w eakly connected component o f H may t h us comprise several usual connected components of H, linked indirectly via small common neighbors in the boundary of H. A subgraph that consists of a single weakly connected component i s weakly connected. Given an adjacency-list representation of a graph G, t wo disjoint subgraphs H 1 and H 2 of G are said to be acquainted if the intersection of their boundaries contains a vertex in whose adjacency list some entry of a vertex in H 1 is separated from some entry of a vertex in H 2 by a distance of at most d. This de nition, which e m bodies the bounded adjacency-list search technique, re ects the fact that H 1 can discover" H 2 by searching through a piece of length at most 2d + 1 of the adjacency list of each of its boundary vertices.
We can now de ne the objects of interest and state the main result of the section. A valley in a graph G is a weakly connected subgraph of G induced by a set of at most n max small vertices and with a boundary of size at most 2k + 1. A plain or d; k; n min ; n max -plain, for emphasis in G relative t o a particular adjacency-list representation of G is a subgraph of G induced by a t least n min and at most n max vertices, whose weakly connected components are pairwise acquainted twin valleys. Lemma 3.1 For all integer constants k;n min 1, there a r e c onstants d; n max 1 and c 0 such that every connected g r aph with n n max vertices and treewidth at most k contains at least cn disjoint d; k; n min ; n max -plains relative to any adjacency-list representation.
Proof: Take b = 3 k+1n min +1. We will prove the lemma with n max = 3 b and d = 2 k+4 n min n max . Let G = V;E be a connected graph with n n max vertices and treewidth at most k and x a particular adjacency-list representation of G and a particular maximal collection P of disjoint d; k; n min ; n max -plains in G. We will show that jPj cn for a suitably chosen constant c 0.
Let T;U be a tree decomposition of G of width at most k and write T = X;F and U = fU x j x 2 Xg. W e view T as rooted at an arbitrary node. Using the same standard transformation as in the beginning of the proof of Lemma 2.2, we can assume without loss of generality that T is binary. O n t wo occasions in the proof we will use the fact that if v 2 V , then the subgraph T v of T induced by the node set fx 2 X j v 2 U x g is a tree, whose root can therefore be reached from any n o d e i n T v by going from a child node to a parent node zero or more times; we will refer to this as the root-seeking principle.
We begin by showing that the set X of tree nodes can be partitioned into disjoint clusters C 1 ; : : : ; C s such that for i = 1 ; : : : ; s , 1 C i induces a subtree of T; The partition C 1 ; : : : ; C s can be constructed by a simple procedure that processes T in inverse topological order, i.e., every node is processed after all of its children. The processing of a node y computes the set C consisting of y itself and all descendants of y that have not yet been assigned to clusters. If j S x2C U x j b or y is the root of T, then C is made into a new cluster; otherwise the processing continues to the next node.
It is easy to see that the set of nodes assigned to a cluster always induces a connected subgraph of T, i.e., condition 1 above is satis ed. Condition 3 is satis ed by construction. As for condition 2, observe that if a cluster C is formed during the processing at a node y, then C receives a contribution of at For i = 1 ; : : : ; s , w e will call H i a kernel if jC 0 i j 2 and C i is not the cluster containing the root of T we exclude the latter cluster because of its special status. We next establish a lower bound on the numb e r o f k ernels. By property 2 of the cluster partition and the fact that S s i=1 S x2C i U x = V , the number s of clusters is at least n=n max . The clusters form a cluster tree in a natural fashion: Two clusters are adjacent if one contains a node adjacent i n T t o a n o d e i n t h e other cluster, and the degree of a cluster C i is at least jC 0 i j. In general, a tree with m nodes contains m , 1 edges. Hence if h denotes the number of nodes of degree 3 i n a n m-node tree and m 2, we h a ve 3 h + m , h 2m , 1 or h m=2 , 1. Applying this to the cluster tree, with at least n=n max 1 nodes, only one of which contains the root of T, shows that the number of clusters of degree 2 is at least 1 + 1 2 n=n max , and hence that the number of kernels is at least 1 2 n=n max . Type a valleys B contains a small vertex. A k ernel can contain at most 2k+1valleys of type a, since each such v alley uses up" one or more of the at most 2k + 1 boundary vertices. We here use the fact that valleys need only be weakly connected: Two v ertices in the same kernel and with a common small neighbor belong to the same valley.
We n o w consider the B-valleys for which B contains only large vertices. Given such a B-valley, c hoose v 2 B such that the root r v of the subtree T v of T induced by the node set fx 2 X j v 2 U x g is of maximal depth and assign the B-valley to v. W e here use the fact that G is connected, which ensures that B 6 = .
Type b valleys B 6 U x for all x 2 X.
In this case we can conclude from the root-seeking principle that r v lies within the cluster C containing the B-valley under consideration; otherwise B would be contained in U x , where x is the node in C of minimal depth in T. Since v is large, the number of clusters containing valleys of type b is therefore bounded by the number of large vertices. Because G has at most kn edges, the latter number in turn is bounded by 2 k=d n.
Type c valleys B U x for some x 2 X.
By de nition, all B-valleys are twins. Thus no d consecutive e n tries in the adjacency list of v can contain entries of vertices in n min or more di erent Bvalleys, since then all of these bad B-valleys would be acquainted, and some of them with a suitable total size would form a plain, contradicting the maximality of P. We m a y conclude that at most ddegv=de n min 2 degv n min =d Bvalleys are assigned to v, where degv denotes the degree of v and the inequality follows from the fact that degv d .
The valleys assigned to v may not all be twins. However, the choice of v and the root-seeking principle ensure that if a B-valley is assigned to v and B is contained in some single bag, then B U rv . Thus the valleys of type c assigned to v have at most 2 k di erent boundaries all such boundaries are subsets of a xed set of at most k +1v ertices, and all contain v. It follows that the total number of valleys of type c assigned to v is bounded by 2 k+1 degv n min =d.
Again since the total number of edges is at most kn, this sums over all vertices v to at most 2 k+2 k n min =d n.
Since a bad valley contains fewer than n min vertices and a kernel contains at least b,2k+1vertices, each k ernel containing only bad valleys decomposes into at least b , 2k + 1=n min 3k + 1 bad valleys. At most 2k + 1 of these are of type a. Hence if a kernel contains only bad valleys, then either one or more of these are of type b, or at least k + 1 of them are of type c. The rst condition applies to at most 2k=d n 1 8 n=n max kernels, and because the total number of valleys of type c is bounded by 2 k+2 k n min =dn, the second condition applies to at most 2 k+2 k n min =dk + 1n 1 4 n=n max kernels. Since the total number of kernels is at least 1 2 
Constructing tree decompositions
In this section we show that minimum-width tree decompositions of n-vertex graphs of bounded treewidth can be constructed on an EREW PRAM using Olog n 2 time and On operations. More precisely, given an n-vertex graph G and a constant k, our algorithm outputs either a tree decomposition of G of treewidth twG or an indication of the fact that twG k . The algorithm is based on the graph-reduction technique: A connected input graph of treewidth k is successively replaced by smaller and smaller graphs in a series of reductions until a constant-size graph results. Starting from a minimumwidth tree decomposition of the nal constant-size graph, the reductions are then undone one by one in the reverse order of their application, where, in undoing a reduction that originally replaced a graph G 0 by a smaller graph G 00 , a minimumwidth tree decomposition of G 0 is derived from one of G 00 . At the end of this process we obtain a minimum-width tree decomposition of the input graph. Suppose that v and w are vertices in a graph G 0 that are either adjacent o r twins and let G 00 be the graph obtained from G 0 by removing v and its incident edges after rst inserting an edge between w and each neighbor of v that was not previously a neighbor of w; w e will call v and w reduction partners and say that G 00 is obtained from G 0 by reduction on the pair fv;wg. A tree decomposition of G 00 can be obtained from any tree decomposition of G 0 by replacing each occurrence of v in a bag by w if v and w are adjacent i n G 0 , and by removing all occurrences of v if v and w are twins in G 0 ; hence twG 00 twG 0 . On the other hand, twG 0 twG 00 + 1, since a tree decomposition of G 0 can be obtained from any tree decomposition of G 00 by replacing each occurrence of w in a bag by occurrences of both v and w | w e will say that w is expanded. If G 0 is of bounded treewidth, we can therefore undo the reduction transforming G 0 into G 00 by applying the width-minimizing procedure of Theorem 2.3 to derive a minimumwidth tree decomposition of G 0 from one of G 00 .
For a fast parallel algorithm it clearly does not su ce to remove v ertices one by one. It is easy to see, however, that the scheme described in the preceding paragraph remains valid if, rather than reducing on a single pair of vertices, we reduce simultaneously on an arbitrary collection of pairs that are su ciently far apart in the graph not to interfere with each other. The only di erence is that the treewidth of G 0 may n o w b e a s m uch a s t wice that of G 00 , plus one each vertex in a bag may need to be expanded into two v ertices, which is still ne for the width-minimizing procedure.
Theorem 4.1 For all constants k 1 and all integers n 2, the following problem can be solved on an EREW PRAM using Olog n 2 time, On operations and On space: Given an n-vertex graph G, c onstruct a minimum-width tree decomposition of G or decide correctly that twG k .
Proof: For the time being assume that G is connected and of treewidth at most k. W e will apply Lemma 3.1 to G with n min = 2. Hence let the constants c and d be as in the lemma and de ne the concepts small and acquainted accordingly.
The lemma implies that G contains at least cn=2 distinct pairs fv;wg of small vertices such that v and w are either adjacent or acquainted twins; to see this, note that each o f t h e cn disjoint plains whose existence is guaranteed by the lemma contains either a valley of at least two v ertices, hence a small vertex with a small neighbor either the small neighbor also belongs to the plain, or it is one of its boundary vertices, or two or more acquainted twin valleys of one vertex each. Furthermore, the set R of all such pairs can be computed in constant time using On operations, since it su ces to let each small vertex inspect all its neighbors and all vertices with which it is acquainted; with some care, this can be done without concurrent reading.
We cannot necessarily execute all reductions corresponding to pairs in R, since vertices in distinct pairs may coincide, be adjacent o r h a ve adjacent e n tries in some adjacency list, which hinders the simultaneous execution of the associated reductions. In order to deal with this complication, we construct a con ict graph with a vertex for each pair in R and an edge between two v ertices if the corresponding reductions exclude each other for one of the reasons mentioned above. It is easy to see that the con ict graph is of bounded degree and can be constructed in constant time using On operations. Following 19 , we de ne a fractional independent set in an m-vertex graph H as an independent v ertex set in H of size at least m, where is an unspeci ed positive constant. We proceed to compute a fractional independent set in the con ict graph, which can be done in Olog n time using On operations 24, Lemma 7b . Finally we execute the reductions on the pairs in the independent set, which takes constant time and uses On operations.
The reductions described above c hange G into a smaller graph G 0 . Let us now see that we can undo the reductions in the sense of deriving a minimum-width tree decomposition of G from one of G 0 . W e already observed that all that is involved is to expand certain vertices into the corresponding pair of reduction partners, after which w e can nish using the width-minimizing procedure of Theorem 2.3. Allowing concurrent reading, the task would be trivial | processors collectively inspecting the whole tree decomposition could simply expand each such v ertex after looking up its partner in a table. In order to avoid concurrent reading from the table, we begin by balancing the given tree decomposition of G 0 Lemma 2.2; this may increase its width, but only by a constant factor. We then process the resulting balanced tree decomposition T = X;F; fU x j x 2 Xg in topological order, i.e., each node is processed before all of its children. The processing of a node x in T expands all vertices in U x that need to be expanded. If x is the root of T, this is easy. If not, the identity of the reduction partner of each relevant vertex v 2 U x can be passed to x from its parent y, except if v occurs in U x for the rst time i.e., if v 6 2 U y . For each v ertex v the latter happens only at a single tree node x, h o wever, so that in this case we can use table lookup to nd the reduction partner of v without any risk of concurrent reading. The balanced tree decomposition can be processed as described in Olog n time using On operations.
The graph G 0 derived from G is connected and of treewidth at most k, s o that a new batch of reductions can be applied to G 0 . Since G 0 is smaller than G by a constant factor, as measured by the number of vertices, Olog n successive stages of simultaneous reductions su ce to reduce the input graph to a graph of constant size. Provided that the representation of the graph at hand is compacted after each stage by means of pre x summation, the number of operations and the space needed decrease geometrically over the stages, so that the whole process uses Olog n 2 time, On operations and On space. Undoing the reductions is no more expensive. This proves Theorem 4.1 for connected input graphs of treewidth at most k.
Suppose now that the input graph G is of treewidth at most k, but not connected. Our approach will be to apply the algorithm developed above not to G, but to an auxiliary connected graph H obtained from G by i n troducing a new vertex r and an edge between r and a single vertex in each connected component of G. Except in the trivial case in which G has no edges, G and H have the same treewidth, so that a minimum-width tree decomposition of G can be obtained from a minimum-width tree decomposition of H by removing the occurrences of r from all bags. In order to select a vertex from each connected component o f G, we can apply the rst part of the reduction algorithm to G in a preprocessing phase: Each connected component o f G, being of treewidth at most k, is reduced to constant size, at which point the selection is easy, and the component can be removed since its size may not decrease any further, keeping it around might make subsequent stages too expensive.
If the treewidth of the input graph G is larger than k, one or more of its connected components may fail to be reduced to constant size within the time bound established for graphs of treewidth at most k, or one of the intermediate graphs encountered while undoing reductions may h a ve treewidth larger than k. In either case, the algorithm can stop and announce that twG k . Finally, i t is easy to see from the description of the algorithm that even if twG k , the algorithm never performs an illegal action such as concurrent reading, and any output produced by the algorithm is a correct minimum-width tree decomposition of G. 2
By applying rst the algorithm of Theorem 4.1 and then that of Theorem 2.5, we obtain the result below.
Corollary 4.2 For all constants k 1 and all integers n 2, the following problem can be solved on an EREW PRAM using Olog n 2 time, On operations and On space: Given an n-vertex graph G, c onstruct a minimum-width path decomposition of G or decide correctly that the pathwidth of G is larger than k.
5 Deciding treewidth on the EREW PRAM An important bottleneck for the running time of the algorithm in the previous section is the repeated application of the algorithm of Theorem 2.3 while undoing the reductions. When we aim for a decision algorithm only, w e can follow a di erent approach: We will not undo reductions, but instead make sure that all reductions preserve treewidth. We actually describe a generic algorithm, whose instantiations solve v arious decision problems on graphs of bounded treewidth; in the more general setting, reductions must not a ect membership in the class of graphs to be recognized.
Our algorithm can be viewed as a parallelization of a linear-time sequential algorithm due to Arnborg et al. 6 . A rst parallel version of this algorithm was given in 9 . The algorithm described there is randomized, works only for graphs of bounded degree and uses Olog n expected time and On log n expected operations on n-vertex input graphs. The algorithm given in this section works for arbitrary graphs, uses On operations and is deterministic, but at a cost of an extra factor of Olog n in the running time. The algorithm of 6 uses an amount of space bounded by a polynomial, but a polynomial whose degree is large and unspeci ed. We reduce this to On b y means of the bounded adjacency-list search technique. Given two l-terminal graphs G 1 and G 2 , for some l 0, we de ne G 1 G 2 as the graph obtained by taking the disjoint union of G 1 and G 2 and then identifying the ith terminals in G 1 and G 2 , for i = 1 ; : : : ; l . An example is shown in Fig. 2 . When there is an edge between a pair of terminals in both G 1 and G 2 , w e take just a single edge between these in G 1 G 2 . Let G be a class of graphs. We de ne an equivalence relation G on the set of terminal graphs as follows: G 1 G G 2 if and only if for some l, G 1 and G 2 both have l terminals, and for all H 2 H l , w e h a ve G 1 H 2 G if and only if G 2 H 2 G . Informally, G 1 and G 2 are equivalent under G if any occurrence of G 1 in a bigger graph can be replaced by an occurrence of G 2 without a ecting membership of the bigger graph in G. We s a y that a class G or its de ning property P i.e., G 2 G if and only if PG is of nite index if, for every l 0, H l is split into a nite number of equivalence classes under G . Graph properties of nite index are also known as being regular or of nite state. Many important properties are known to be of nite index.
Theorem 5.1 For every graph property P of nite index and for all constants k 1 and all integers n 2, the problem of deciding whether PG^twG k for an n-vertex input graph G can be solved on an EREW PRAM using Olog n log n time, On operations and On space.
Proof: Assume rst that PG implies that G is connected. It was shown in 32 that the class of graphs of treewidth at most k is of nite index, and one easily observes that nite index is closed under intersection see, e.g., 12 . Hence G = fG j PG^twG kg is of nite index. Let R be a nite set of open terminal graphs that contains at least one element of each equivalence class of G comprising one or more open terminal graphs with at most 2k + 1 terminals, and take n min as one more than the largest numb e r o f v ertices of any graph in R. By Lemma 3.1, we can choose d; n max 1 and c 0 such that G contains at least cn disjoint d; k; n min ; n max -plains for any adjacency-list representation of G.
The signi cance of n min is that any open terminal graph with at least n min vertices and at most 2k +1 terminals has a smaller equivalent terminal graph in R. In particular, each plain H together with its boundary B and all edges joining a v ertex in H and a vertex in B, with the vertices in B considered as terminals call this an extended plain, is such an open terminal graph, so that it can be replaced by a smaller terminal graph in R. Considering isomorphic graphs as identical, there is only a nite number of di erent extended plains, all of which can therefore be mapped to equivalent smaller open terminal graphs by means of a nite table T. Each e n try in T corresponds to a reduction in a natural way.
The algorithm proceeds in a number of phases. In each phase, each v ertex determines whether it belongs to a plain and, if so, looks up a corresponding reduction in T. This can be done in constant time: It su ces to let each v ertex u inspect those vertices and edges that lie on a path of length at most 2n max from u such that the entries of any t wo consecutive edges v;w and w;x on the path are separated by a distance of at most d in the adjacency list of w; this can be done without concurrent reading. The reductions found by t wo distinct vertices may not be simultaneously executable: The plain containing one vertex may i n tersect the plain containing the other vertex or its boundary, o r t wo v ertices, one from each plain, may h a ve adjacent e n tries in some common boundary vertex. Because we only replace open terminal graphs by other open terminal graphs, however, these are the only ways in which t wo reductions can interfere with each other. As in Section 4, we construct a con ict graph of bounded degree on the vertices belonging to plains, compute a fractional independent set in the con ict graph and execute the corresponding reductions, which reduces the size of the graph by at least a constant factor. After Olog n stages, either we are left with a graph of constant size, whose membership in G can be determined directly, or the input graph did not belong to G.
The only part of a stage that takes more than constant time with a linear number of processors is the computation of a fractional independent set in the con ict graph. For this, we employ in the rst Olog n stages the algorithm of 24, Lemma 7b , which uses Olog m time and Om operations, where m is the number of vertices in the con ict graph. In the remaining phases, we use the algorithm of 23, Theorem 4 , which needs Olog n time and Om log n operations. The total time is Olog n log n, and a simple simulation argument that schedules compactions of the representation conveniently see 26, Section 4 shows that the algorithm can be carried out using On operations.
Dropping the assumption that PG implies that G is connected, we can still proceed as described above, provided that we remove and save each connected component with fewer than n min vertices as soon as it arises. After Olog n stages, either the input graph has been reduced to an equivalent collection of connected graphs, each of which contains fewer than n min vertices, or it did not belong to G. Assume the former. In constant time, a single processor can combine two graphs in the collection, i.e., replace them by a single graph equivalent to their union and containing fewer than n min vertices. By means of a treestructured combination process that uses Olog n time and On operations, we can therefore reduce the input graph to a single equivalent graph with fewer than n min vertices, for which membership in G can be decided directly. 2
The theorem implies, in particular, that the problem of deciding whether the treewidth of a given graph is at most k, for constant k, can be solved in Olog n log n time with On operations. Moreover, the same result can be shown to hold for pathwidth. Many w ell-known graph properties are of nite index. For instance, this is true of all problems that can be expressed in monadic second-order logic, such as Hamiltonicity and l-colorability. This was rst shown by Courcelle 18 ; see 12 for a possibly more accessible proof.
Theorem 5.1 is nonconstructive: An algorithm with the stated properties is merely shown to exist. To actually exhibit the algorithm, we m ust be able to compute the number n min and to construct the table T. I f w e h a ve a terminating algorithm that decides whether two given terminal graphs are equivalent under G or under some re nement subdivision of G that still has a nite number of equivalence classes, this can be done by a method described in 6 in a general algebraic setting. For the case in which G is the class of all graphs of treewidth at most k, such an explicit decision algorithm was exhibited in 32 . If G is the set of those graphs of treewidth at most k that satisfy a property P expressed in monadic second-order logic, then an algorithm that decides a subdivision of G with a nite number of equivalence classes can be obtained by combining results implicit in 12, 18, 32 . It is also possible to apply the parallel reduction techniques to problems that are of nite integer index, in the sense of 9 . This allows deciding on the size of a maximum independent set, minimum vertex cover, minimum dominating set and others on graphs of bounded treewidth in Olog n log n time using On operations on an EREW PRAM. Using the technique of 9, Section 6.1 , it is also possible to construct corresponding solutions for some of these problems. 6 Deciding treewidth on the CRCW PRAM In this section we show h o w the running time of Olog n log n of the algorithm in the previous section can be reduced to Olog n i f w e m o ve to the stronger CRCW PRAM. Among the many v ariants of the CRCW PRAM, we employ one that allows m processors to compute the or of m bits in constant time using Om space, for all integers m 1; this requirement excludes none of the CRCW PRAM variants commonly considered. We assume an instruction set that includes unit-time binary left and right shifts of words of Olog n bits by amounts speci ed in a second word.
As concerns its running time, the EREW PRAM algorithm has two bottlenecks: First, as dictated by e ciency considerations, the representation of the graph at hand must be compacted log n times, with each compaction taking logarithmic time. Second, in each of log n stages a fractional independent set is found in a con ict graph of bounded degree, for which w e spend log n time per stage. Moving to the CRCW PRAM, we can easily eliminate the rst bottleneck, since in this model compaction can be done in log n=log log n time 17 , rather than the log n time for the EREW PRAM. Before attacking the second bottleneck, let us observe that we can execute log n=log n stages of the EREW PRAM algorithm without exceeding a time bound of Olog n. After compacting once, we can then associate 2 log n=log n processors with each remaining vertex in the graph, We will express this by s a ying that we h a ve a processor advantage of 2 log n=log n , which i s m uch more than what we need in the following.
The remaining problem is to nish the computation in Olog n time making use of the large processor advantage mentioned above, which w e will do by means of derandomization. The task is, for a positive i n teger m n, to compute a fractional independent set I in an m-vertex graph of bounded degree in constant time. Observe that there is a very simple randomized algorithm for obtaining I: Each v ertex picks a random bit uniformly from f0; 1g and independently of other vertices and then steps into I exactly if it picked a 1, while each of its neighbors picked a 0. Although this formulation assumes that the vertices make independent c hoices, it is easy to see that much less will also do. If each v ertex v has at least a constant probability of stepping into I, then the expected size of I is m, so that, obviously, at least one possible execution of the randomized algorithm will result in jIj = m. Whether v steps into I, h o wever, is a function only of the random bits picked by v and by its neighbors, i.e., it su ces to guarantee d-wise independence, where d is one more than the maximum degree of the graph. In the case of perfect d-wise independence, the probability that v steps into I is at least 2 ,d . Since we can allow a n y positive constant here instead of 2 ,d , h o wever, we can relax the requirements even more. For 0, random bits ; d-independent random bits, where = 2 ,d,1 , su ce for our purpose. We n o w appeal to Theorem 2 of 3 , which promises that m 2 ,d,1 ; d -independent random bits can be drawn from a sample space of size log m O1 where the exponent depends on d; we argue separately in Lemma 6.2 below that the computation of the m bits can be carried out in constant time with m processors.
Since our processor advantage is much bigger than polylogarithmic in n, we can use the limited-randomness algorithm developed above and simulate all log m O1 = log n O1 possible executions of it in parallel. We know that at least one execution will be good, in the sense that it will lead to an independent set I of size m. We w ould like simply to pick a good execution, but this is not entirely trivial, since we h a ve only constant time per stage, which i s not su cient for computing the size of I. Using the deterministic approximatesummation algorithm of 25, Theorem 3 , we can compute the size of I, u p t o a constant factor which is su ciently accurate, in Olog log n 3 time. While this is fast, it is not fast enough. We o vercome this using a technique of 25 , namely to simulate all possible executions of the randomized algorithm not just for one stage at a time, but for log log n 3 consecutive stages, after which w e can spend Olog log n 3 time determining a good execution without violating our time bound as much time is then spent on graph reduction as on counting. Doing this increases the size of the sample space to log n Ologlogn 3 = 2 Ologlog n 4 , which is still su ciently small, in view of our larger processor advantage.
Theorem 6.1 For every graph property P of nite index and for all constants k 1 and all integers n 2, the problem of deciding whether PG^tw G k for an n-vertex input graph G can be solved o n a C R CW PRAM using Olog n time, On operations and On space. As in the case of Theorem 5.1, Theorem 6.1 is nonconstructive; see the discussion near the end of Section 5. In order to complete the proof of Theorem 6.1, we still have to show the following. Lemma 6.2 For all given integers m; K 2 with K = log m O1 and all constant integers d 2, m 1=K; d-independent random bits can be c omputed i n c onstant time on a CRCW PRAM using m processors, Om space and a single random integer drawn from the uniform distribution over a range of size log m O1 .
Proof: Our construction, described below, is an elaboration of one given in 3, Theorem 2 .
Without loss of generality assume that d is odd, say d = 2 t + 1 . Let r be the smallest number of the form 2 3 i no smaller than logm + 1, where i is an integer, and take p as the smallest prime no smaller than 2K1 + rt 2 .
Let F be the set of all bit vectors of length r and denote by : f0; : : : ; 2 r , 1g ! F the function that maps each i n teger to its standard r-bit binary representation. Assume that F is organized into a eld by means of suitable addition and multiplication operations. Now c hoose a random integer h from the uniform distribution over f0; : : : ; p , 1g and compute the bit vector y of length 1+rt whose i+1st bit, for i = 0 ; : : : ; r t , is 0 exactly if i + h s 2 modp for some s 2 f 1; : : : ; p, 1g i.e., if h + i is a quadratic residue modulo p. Finally, for i = 1 ; : : : ; m , compute the ith output bit as the inner product modulo 2 of y with a bit vector x i of length 1 + rt constructed as follows: The rst bit of x i is 1, the next r bits are those of i, the next r bits are those of i 3 , where the powering is done according to the multiplication in F, the next r bits are those of i 5 , etc., until the last r bits, which are those of i 2t, 1 .
It is proved in 3, Proposition 2 that the inner product modulo 2 of y with any xed bit vector of length 1+rt is -biased 3 , where = rt= p p+1+rt=p 21 + rt= p p 1=K, i.e., it takes on the values 0 and 1 with probabilities di ering by at most . It then follows from 3, Lemma 2 and 2, Proposition 6.5 that the m bits output by the algorithm are indeed 1=K; d-independent. What remains is to bound the resources needed by the computation. Obviously, r = Olog m and, by Bertrand's postulate see, e.g., 28, Thm. 418 , which asserts the existence of a prime in the range fs ; : : : ; 2sg for every positive i n teger s, w e obtain that p = log m O1 , so that the random integer h is indeed chosen from a range as small as claimed in the lemma. Because of the small size of r and p, it is easy to compute these quantities, as well as the vector y, in constant time by brute force that amounts to trying out all possibilities. In order to construct the vectors x 1 ; : : : ; x m , w e need to implement the multiplication operation in the eld F. We de ne the product of the vectors a r,1 ; a r,2 ; : : : ; a 0 and b r,1 ; b r,2 ; : : : ; b 0 a s c r,1 ; c r,2 ; : : : ; c 0 , where P r,1 i=0 c i x i is the remainder polynomial obtained by dividing the product P r,1 i=0 a i x i P r,1 i=0 b i x i b y the xed polynomial fx = x r + x r=2 + 1 o ver the 2-element eld ZZ 2 . Since fx is irreducible over ZZ 2 33, Exercise 3.96 , it is well-known that this multiplication operation together with componentwise addition over ZZ 2 indeed turns F into a eld.
Compute q as a positive i n teger with q log m=5, but q = log m. We can implement addition and multiplication over ZZ 2 of polynomials of degree less than q, represented by bit vectors in the obvious way, b y means of table lookup. In each case, we need a 2 q , 1 processors to testing whether the integer is the correct value of the entry under consideration, in which case the team will ll in that table entry. In the case of addition, the testing is trivial to do in constant time with just q processors, each of which takes care of one bit position. For multiplication, the problem reduces to computing the parities of 2q , 1 bit sequences, each of length at most q. Since the parity o f q bits can be computed in constant time with Om processors, for arbitrary constant 0 see, e.g., 36, lemma on p. 375 , we h a ve enough processors in this case as well.
Because r = Oq, addition and multiplication over ZZ 2 of polynomials of degree less than r reduces to a constant n umber of additions and multiplications over ZZ 2 of polynomials of degree less than q, so that both operations can be carried out in constant time by one processor using the tables constructed above.
In order to complete the implementation of multiplication over F, w e need to describe how to compute the remainder over ZZ 2 of a polynomial ax = P l i=0 a i x i modulo fx, where r l 2r,2. But since none of the powers x r,1 ; : : : ; x r=2+1 occur in fx, the polynomial ax , P l i=r a i x i,r fx, which o b viously has the same remainder modulo fx a s ax, is of degree at most maxfl , r=2; r, 1g, so that constant time su ces to reduce the degree of the input polynomial by a t least r=2 o r b e l o w r. Doing this twice completes the computation.
The nal operation that must be supported is forming the inner product modulo 2 of two bit vectors, each of length Or. This operation can easily be carried out in constant time by one processor using a table that maps each bit sequence of q bits to its parity. Before the table can be used, it is necessary to convert y from a representation with one bit per word to one with q bits per word. Again, this can be done in constant time by trying out all possibilities in parallel. 2 
